Magnificent City - Chennai Culture And Tourism
Chennai, the capital city is the 4th largest city of India and is also the leading
commercial centre of South India sited on the Coromandel Coast of the Bay of
Bengal.The credit of the booming economy of the city goes to the leading industries
including automobile, software services, petrochemicals, financial services, textiles and
hardware manufacturing. Also, Chennai, being an important metropolitan city is very
well-connected to all the major cities of India as well as with the countries overseas.
And, it is also considered as the cultural hub of South India which is famous for its
affluent heritage in classical dance, music, architecture, sculpture, crafts, etc. Given
below are some of the very interesting facts and figures about Chennai.
Cultural Hub:
Chennai besides acting as the cultural and
educational hub of South India has also
been the cradle of several historic
movements. Today it is a leading city in
terms of trade and commerce. The
Chennai economy has a huge industrial
base in technology, cars, manufacturing,
hardware and health industry.
Unity in Diversity:
Apart from the vibrant theatre life scene Chennai also has a popular film industry with
numerous studios involved in the making of Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam, Telugu, and
Hindi movies which popular all across India.Previously known as Madras, the city was
renamed as Chennai afterwards. Replete with airports, railways and diverse means of
roadways, the city of Chennai can be accesses from any corner of the world, easily and
smoothly.
Chennai Tourism:
Chennai, one of the popular and major tourist destination located in the Indian sub
continent, has a booming tourism industry. This is evident from the gathering of the
numerous visitors on one hand and the large number of tourist offices in Chennai on the
other hand. The tourist offices in Chennai are located all across the city.The Chennai
tourist offices offer you all kinds of assistance and services that are necessary for the
tourists to explore the city. These tourism offices in Chennai are there to safeguard your
plans and ensure you a complete, nice tour to Chennai.
Both government and private tourist offices are there in Chennai. Besides, Chennai also
has the different state tourism offices i.e. the regional agencies. Some of the tourist
offices in Chennai are listed below, which you can refer to regarding all your traveling
information in Chennai ranging from city and travel information, local Chennai forums,
car rental, city guides, to restaurants and hotels etc.
Travel Centre:
Have you ever made a tour of Chennai? If not then plan a tour to this city right away
since your tourism journey is incomplete without having seeing the travel and tourism in
Chennai. Whether you come down from the overseas or from any corner of India you

would surely fall for this place. The holidaymakers and the business travelers visit
Chennai regularly.
Carrying the stamps of rich history, travel and tourism in Chennai is capable of
enthralling each of its tourists who visit the place. Parks, shopping malls, gardens,
museums, amusement parks, stadiums, beaches, galleries, and lakes perfectly describe
the charm of this Indian City perfectly.
Chennai is dotted with numerous tourist destinations such as temples and several other
places of interest. Some of the popular temples in Chennai include Temple at Mylapore,
Vadapalini Andavar Temple at Vadapalini, Shrine Velankanni, Parthasarathy temple at
Triplicane, and Shri Devi Astha lakshmi temple.
Some of the other places of interest in
Chennai include Santhome Basilica, Anna
Square, Fort St. George, High Court,
Children’s park, Deer Park, Santhome
Cathedral Snake Park, Marina Beach
Aquarium, Anna Zoological park, Guindy
National Park, Raj Bhawan Estate and
Kalakshetra, National Art Gallery, the
Theosophical Society. One of the must visits
for you is the beautiful Marina Beach which
is thronged by many visitors all round the year. One of the attractions added to travel
and tourism in Chennai is its Tidel Park, which is the ‘Information Technology Industry’ of
Chennai.
Travel and Tourism in Chennai also offers a lot many recreational facilities to its visitors.
A large number of cinema halls, bars, clubs and discotheques abounds the city of
Chennai where you can relax and chill out. The city is also known for the handicraft
industry. Having a nice time, worth remembering, in Chennai is not a tough job because
of the fact that Chennai offers you with everything that would allure you and make you
crave for more. The monuments, teeming bazaars, Art Deco structures, numerous
restaurants and shopping places etc adds to the travel and tourism in Chennai.
While enjoying the travel and tourism in Chennai, you need not worry about the
accommodation options as the city is replete with large number of hotels ranging from
luxury to budget. The hotels in Chennai besides taking care of the comfort of the
people, also keeps in mind the budget of the visitors.
All details and information related to travel and tourism in Chennai from the different
Tourist Offices located in the city of Chennai. Besides, several tourism outlets and travel
agencies are spread across Chennai with a variety of tour packages to facilitate your
tour.
Traveling in Chennai is not at all a problem as the city is very well linked with various
parts of the world. The railways, roadways and airways in Chennai make the city easily
accessible from any part of India as well as the world.
The best time to visit the city of Chennai is during the months of November to February
as the weather at that time is very pleasant and comfortable.

